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Abstract
Physical properties of compressed earth blocks reinforced with plastic wastes are compared to those of nonreinforced ones. These bricks are made with two clayey soils from two deposits of Congo located in Brazzaville and Yengola. Mineralogical and geotechnical analysis revealed that the soil of Brazzaville is mainly
composed of kaolinite whereas that of Yengola is a mixture of kaolinite and illite. The amounts of clay (46
and 48%, respectively) are higher than those usually recommended for bricks’ production without stabilizers.
Despite this difference of mineralogical compositions, the physical properties of these soils are quite similar.
The compressive strength of the resulted bricks compacted with an energy of 2.8 MPa is about 1.5 MPa,
which is the lower limit value allowed for adobes. Reinforcing with polyethylene waste nets increased the
strength by about 20% to 30% and slightly enhanced resistance to water, Young’s modulus and strain to failure. However, the reinforcement had no significant effect either on bricks’ curing length or on their shrinkage.
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1. Introduction
Unbaked earth bricks exist in all the continents for centuries [1]. But, the availability of starting material, the
low energy consumption and the simplicity of production
process justified their great usage as primary housing
material in developing countries. Such constructions have good thermal comfort and sound insulation properties,
but low durability [2,3]. Thus, during the last three decades, in central Africa for instance, the cement-based
housing was preferred. The cement housing was more
durable and appeared as a sign of modernity and prosperity [4].
The growing pressure from both housing shortage and
the environment concern have triggered a renew interest
for earth brick, chiefly because of their low environment
impact [5,6]. In comparison with fired brick or concrete,
the compressed earth blocks (CEBs) have a lower compressive strength and are less resistant to water. This
high sensibility to water is a major drawback in the equatorial area.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

To improve these properties without raising the costs,
various local materials are used as reinforcement. Among these reinforcements, the plant fibers have the advantage of being very abundant, cheap and renewable. But,
their effect on the CEB properties is variable. Indeed,
they may induce a decrease of the compressive strength
as already reported [7,8]. Such variability of the mechanical properties may be linked to: (i) the adhesion
problems with the soil matrix due to the hydrophilic character of the fibers [7]; (ii) the scattering of the fiber
properties themselves [9,10].
On the other hand, post-consumer food-packaging polyethylene (PE) is another option for reinforcement. This
product is very convenient for use, inexpensive and also
very slowly degradable at room temperature (RT). Nevertheless, after its normal use, this slow degradation generates major environment concerns in developing countries. The wastes are disposed in open or uncontrolled
dump. Their re-using or cheap recycling solutions are
sought. Actually, in addition to their greater resistance to
micro-organisms, the plastics have the advantage of
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having more reproducible properties, to be less dense
than the majority of plant fibers [10] and to absorb much
less water. Therefore, unlike natural fibers, plastics combine interesting properties, making them potential material for CEBs reinforcement. Indeed, Binici et al. [11]
reported that the compressive strength of the CEBs is
more improved by reinforcement with plastic lattice than
with straw fibers. But in their work, the fibers were systematically associated with other stabilizers such as cement, lime and gypsum. Kumar et al. [12] investigated
the reinforcement with polyester fibers with triangular
cross-section in a highly compressive clay. The authors
reported an increase of the compressive strength of about
115% in the case of 12 mm long fibers. Cai et al. [13]
reported that the reinforcement with polypropylene fibers
improves the strength of clayey soil stabilized with lime.
Further, Akbulut et al. [14] showed that the reinforcement of a clayey soil with polyethylene fibers significantly enhances its geotechnical properties. None of these studies report the effect of the incorporation of plastics
fibers on the resistance to water and shrinkage of CEBs.
Before the economic considerations, it is the geotechnical characteristics of the soil that determine the choice
of the stabilizer. Therefore, in this study we first examine
the mineralogical and geotechnical characteristics of
soils used by traditional brick makers of two locations in
Congo. Then, we examine the effect of introducing layers of waste PE films or nets on the mechanical properties, shrinkage and water resistance of CEBs.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Soils
The soils used for the manufacturing of bricks, were collected from two deposits exploited by traditional potters
and brick makers. They are respectively located at Brazzaville and Yengola in Congo Brazzaville. The quarry
depth varied from 1 to 2 m.
The grading curves of the soils were carried out through both sieving and sedimentation methods, according
to the standards NF P94-056 and NF P94-057. To determine the plasticity of these soils, the Atterberg limits
were measured according to the standard NF P 94-051.
The optimum moisture content for the manufacturing of
bricks was measured with the modified Proctor test in
accordance with standard NF P94-093. The qualitative
determination of the mineral composition in major elements of the raw soils was performed by X-rays diffraction (XRD), differential thermal analysis and thermogravimetric analysis (DTA-TGA). The diffractograms were
carried out from 10˚ to 100˚ in 2θ mode using an automated Inel™ diffractometer equipped with a four-circle
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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goniometer, a linear detector Inel CPS 590 with a resolution of 0.015˚ and a monochromatic radiation of wavelength 1.7902 Å. The DTA-TGA tests were carried out
with a Labsys SETARAM apparatus, under nitrogen and
at the heating rate of 10˚C min-1.

2.2. PE Net and Film Reinforcements
The PE net used was a post-consumer onions packaging.
Its wire had a diameter of about 1mm and its mesh was
approximately 20 mm side. Slides of 95 mm in diameter
were cut out in the net. At one third and two third of the
CEB length a net slide was placed. The slide diameter
was chosen to avoid the net to appear on the lateral surface of the brick after the compaction.
The PE film reinforcement was a popular used bag packaging, 50 µm thick. Circular holes of 10 mm in diameter were made within the film to avoid the CEB to be
completely cut apart. The distance between two nearby
holes was 2 cm. As in the case of the net, two slides of
95 cm in diameter were cut out in film and incorporated
at one third and two third of the CEB length.
The masses of the net and of the film slides were in
average 0.7 g and 0.3 g, respectively.

2.3. The Compressed Earth Blocks
Bricks were made by two methods: a Universal IGM press and a Proctor mould in accordance with the standard
NF P 94-093. The Universal Press was used to have energy of compaction equal to that of most mechanical
presses in use (6 MPa). The dimensions of bricks made
with the press were Ø × L = 5 cm × 10 cm for those intended for the compression test and L × l × h = 16 cm ×
4 cm × 4 cm for those intended for the flexural one.
Some CEBs were manufactured in a Proctor mould to
stay as close as possible to the method used by the traditional brick-makers and to be able to use the same energy
of compaction for all CEBs (2.8 MPa). Their dimensions
were Ø × L = 10 cm × 11.5 cm. All the CEBs were dried
at room temperature (≈ 25˚C) and in the shade.

2.4. Physical Tests
After three, seven, forty and twenty-eight days of drying,
the compression and the flexion tests of CEBs were
conducted at room temperature (RT) on an Universal
IGM press with computerized acquisition. The strain rate
was 6 × 10–4 s–1. The influence of the polyethylene reinforcements on the drying duration was evaluated by
monitoring the evolution of the CEB mass.
To take into account the shrinkage in the three dimensions, the shrinkage Sr computed as a volume contraction
was given through:
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Sr 

V  Vd 
Vw  Vd 

(1)

Vw and Vd are the volumes of wetted and dried CEB,
respectively.
The resistance to water of the CEB was measured according to the protocol suggested by Mbumbia et al. [15],
which is a variant of the drip test. To simulate the action
of rain, the surface of the block formed an angle of 63.5˚
with the water jet. Each sample was left under the jet
flow during 15 min. The soil pulled out during the water
jet exposition was collected in a container, dried in an
oven and then weighed.
For each type of CEB (without reinforcement, reinforced with net, reinforced with film), each of the abovementioned tests are repeated five times.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Geotechnical Characteristics and Mineral
Composition of the Soils
The grading curves of the soils are reported on Figure 1
and their contents in sand, silt and clay as well as the
Atterberg limits and the Proctor test results are listed in
Table 1. The grain size distributions of the two soils are

very similar and spread out which should ease compaction. For all soils, the maximum grain size is lower than
the maximum size specified in the literature. Below 0.2
mm their grading curves are above the recommended
levels. The clay contents of Brazzaville’s soil (BS) and
Yengola’s soil (YS) are 46% and 48%, respectively.
These contents are higher than those recommended for
CEBs in the literature [16]. According to standards based
on results of Proctor test, these soils are prohibited for
CEBs and adobes [17]. Contrariwise, following standards based on Atterberg limits, the BS has optimum
molding properties and should be suitable for adobe,
CEBs and pottery [16,18]. The latter consideration illustrates that the recommendations reported in the literature
for the various geotechnical parameters are not always
coherent. Besides, it should be noticed that the raw BS
and YS are not suitable for cement stabilization because
their plastic indexes are too high [19]. Among the usual
stabilizers, only the lime could be used for these raw
soils. But as it is already mentioned by Bell [20], for
such clay contents, important quantities of lime are required. To stabilize them with cement, addition of sand
and/or a preliminary mixture with the lime are necessary.
This necessary stage is a supplementary work for the
manufacturers, and increases costs.
The diffractograms of these untreated and randomly
oriented soils are reported on Figure 2. They show, while
the BS is mainly composed of kaolinite, the YS is a mixture of illite and kaolinite [21,22]. This composition is
confirmed by the DTA-TGA patterns displayed in Figure 3. It is observed that the BS peaks are at 91˚C, 340˚C,
548˚C and 952˚C. These peaks are ascribed to the interstitial water evaporation, the decomposition of goethite
and organic matter, the transformation of kaolinite in

Figure 1. Grading grain size curves of the two soils compared to the standards grading curves for CEB and adobe.
Table 1. Geotechnical characteristics of the crude soils used.
Parameters
Liquid limit (%)
Plastic limit (%)
Plasticity index (%)
Maximum dry density (g/cm3)
Optimum moisture content (%)
Sand (%)
Silt (%)
Clay (%)

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Soils
Brazzaville

Yengola

48.4
23.2
25.2
1.86
16.6
36
16
48

62.93
24.74
38.16
1.94
18.8
30
24
46

Figure 2. The DRX pattern of the crude soils used showing
the Bragg peaks of the major mineral elements. K = Kaolinite; I = Illite; G = Goethite (α-FeOOH); Q = Quartz; BS = Brazzaville soil; YS = Yengola soil.
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CEBs made with the press, and in Table 2 for those
made with the Proctor mould. CEBs reinforced with the
PE film often break in the plan of the film as long as they
are not very dry. Thus, their average compressive strength is lower than that of non reinforced ones until the 28th
day.
The introduction of layers of PE net increases the compressive strength of CEBs for both soils and compaction

Figure 3. Thermal analysis of the crude soils exhibiting
characteristic endothermic and exothermic peaks of clays: 1)
Dehydratation; 2) decomposition of goethite and organic
matter; 3) Kaolinite dehydroxlation; 3) Illite dehydroxylation; 4) restructuration of metakolinite.

metakaolinite and to the reorganization of metakaolinite,
respectively [22,23]. For the YS, there are peaks at 94˚C,
320˚C, 525˚C, 571˚C and 944˚C. In this case, the peaks
are attributed to the following: the dehydration, the decomposition of goethite, the formation of the metakaolinite, the allotropic transformation of the quartz and/or
the structural water loss in illite, and the reorganization
of the metakaolinite, respectively. Moreover, the presence of illite in YS at least partly explains why this soil
has a plasticity index and optimum moisture content
higher than those of BS although both soils have almost
the same clay content. Assuming a mass loss of 14% for
pure crystallized kaolinite, the kaolinite content of BS is
about 62% [22,24]. The mass loss of YS at 525˚C is only
about 1.65% while the BS one is 7.8%, suggesting that
the kaolinite content in YS is lower.

3.2. Physical Aspect and Mechanical Resistance
Although the soils have high clay content, none of their
CEB presented visible cracks after drying. The values of
the compressive strength are reported in Figure 4 for the
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 4. Variation of the compressive strength with the
time and the reinforcement of the CEBs made with the
press of 6 MPa.
Table 2. Effect of the reinforcement on the compressive strength and the Young modulus, the compressive strength,
the elongation at failure, the volume shrinkage and the erodibility of CEBs.
Characteristic
Y. modulus (MPa)
Strength (Proctor MPa)
Elongation (%)
Shrinkage (%)
Soil loss (%)

Reinforcement
Soil

Without

PE film

PE net

YS
BS
YS
BS
YS
BS
YS
BS
YS
BS

380 ± 30
350 ± 25
1.5 ± 0.1
1.6 ±0.1
1.7
1.8
11.5 ± 0.4
7.1 ± 0.3
12 ± 0.7
10 ± 0.6

440 ± 20
480 ± 30
1.9 ± 0.1
1.9 ± 0.1
2.5
2.4
10.8±0.2
6.5 ± 0.4
7.5 ± 0.4
8 ± 0.5

490 ± 25
560 ± 35
2.0 ± 0.1
2.1 ± 0.2
2.8
2.7
10.7 ± 0.5
6.8 ± 0.3
7.5 ± 0.5
8 ± 0.4
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energies used here, in line with the results obtained by
Binici and al. [11]. At 28th day the compressive strengths
of the blocks compressed with the press are about 3.6
MPa and 4.0 MPa for YS and BS, respectively. These
values are above the minimal value (2 MPa) required for
the majority of standards [16].
Nevertheless, it should be noticed that the values of
the compressive strength obtained here are about two
times lower than those obtained by Binici et al [11]. This
difference could be explained by several factors, especially by the addition of cement, lime and gypsum in
their study. The compressive strength of the bricks made
with the Proctor test is about 2 MPa. This value is above
the minimal value required for adobe (1.2 MPa) by the
standards [16]. Compared to nonreinforced CEB, the
increase in compressive strength is about 10% for the
bricks made with the press, while it is in the range 20% 30% for the bricks made with the Proctor technique. This
increase could be explained by friction forces between
the reinforcement and soil during the lateral extension of
the brick. Indeed, Cai et al. revealed by SEM observations that scratches appear on the fibers during deformation [13]. Compared to randomly oriented fibers, the
structure of the net should create supplementary points of
mechanical anchoring with the soil [25,26]. The increase
in compressive obtained here is of the same magnitude as
that obtained with vegetable fibers by Ghavami et al. [7].
However, it is lower than the one obtained by Kumar et
al. with polyester fiber with triangular cross-section [12].
It should be noticed that the PE net reinforcement content used is very weak, about 0.03%, compared to those
reported in the literature for randomly oriented vegetable
fibers (ranged between 1% and 4%) [6,7] and to that of
polyester fibers in ref. [12] (0.5% and 2%). Moreover,
for small fiber contents, Kumar et al. reported that the
strength increases with the increase of fiber content.
Therefore, referring to the mass fraction of reinforcement,
the increase of compressive strength obtained here is
much greater than what is provided by plant or polyester
fibers. Besides, Bahar et al. have studied the performance of CEBs stabilized with cement [27]. The compressive strength of their bricks without cement (1.5 MPa) is
the same as ours. The values of the compressive strength
of PE reinforced CEBs made with the proctor technique
obtained are equivalent to those they obtain with 4%
cement.
The flexural strength of the CEBs is reported on the
Figure 5. It increases for all reinforcements for about 8%
- 10%. This evolution is similar to that of the compressive strength as already reported by Morel et al. [28].
The values of the Young modulus and the elongation to
failure are reported in the Table 2. They show that the
introduction of the reinforcements increases the stiffness
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

as well as the strain to failure.

3.3. Drying Kinetics and Shrinkage
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the CEB mass versus the
time during the CEB drying. It turns out from this curve
that the incorporation of layers of net or film does not
influence significantly the drying duration, even if the
moisture contents of CEB with reinforcement are slightly
higher than those of non-reinforced bricks. The water
quantity retained by YS CEB is slightly higher than

Figure 5. Variation of the flexural strength with the time
and the reinforcement of the CEBs made with the press of 6
MPa.

Figure 6. Effect of the reinforcement on the drying kinetics
of CEBs.
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that of BS. This difference could be explained with the
presence of illite in the YS. Indeed, illite is more absorbent than kaolinite.
The rates of shrinkage of the CEBs are reported in
Table 2. The presence of illite in the YS may explain the
highest shrinkage rate of its CEBs. Besides, it can be
seen that the introduction of PE layers does not influence
much the shrinkage during drying. This result seems inconsistent with that obtained by Cai et al. who observed
an increase in the shrinkage rate with increasing fiber
content [13]. This difference could result from the fact
that they used for all fiber contents the same water content (16%). Thus, with increasing fiber content there is
more water available for the soil because the polyethylene fibers are not very absorbent. This result seems also
contradictory to the increase in compressive strength
reported above. A possible explanation is that during the
compression process the plastic layer is under tension
due to the Poisson dilation of the brick as mentioned
above, and thus it opposes its resistance to the deformation with the Young modulus of about 0.5 - 1 GPa. Contrariwise, during the contraction process of the CEB, the
layer is under compression in its plane, where its resistance is much lower.

3.4. Resistance to Water
The average rates of soil extracted from CEBs after 15
min of spraying are shown in Table 2. This test showed
that reinforced CEB is slightly less eroded than nonreinforced ones. On the surface of the reinforced CEB, it
forms the kind of pad around the reinforcement layers
which decelerate water. In addition, between reinforcement layers hollows are formed which may impact subsequent behavior. Therefore, direct exposure of such
bricks in rainy zones should be excluded.

lar.
(iii) At 28th day, the compressive strength of the nonreinforced CEBs manufactured according to the Proctor
test protocol is in average 1.5 MPa. This value is within
the minimal values recommended for the adobes and
those for the CEBs. For nonreinforced CEBs made with
the press, the compressive strength is 3.4 MPa for Yengola soil CEBs and 3.7 MPa for Brazzaville soil CEBs.
(iv) The incorporation of the polyethylene waste (film
or net) reinforcements improves slightly the resistance to
water, the Young’s modulus, the elongation at the failure,
the compressive strength in the range of 20% to 30%, the
flexural strength of about 10%, but does not reduce the
shrinkage and the drying duration.
(v) The reinforcement with the PE net is more effective than with the PE film.
(vi) During erosion test, defects are formed. Their
presence forbids a direct exposure of such bricks in rainy
zones.
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